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ABSTRACT
Program SEPSIM is a FORTRAN program which performs
deployment, servicing and retrieval missions to synchronous equatorial
orbit using a Space Tug with a continuous low thrust upper stage known
as a Solar Electric Propulsion Stage (SEPS). The SEPS ferries payloads
back and forth between an intermediate orbit and synchronous orbit, and
performs the necessary servicing maneuvers in synchronous orbit. The
Tug carries payloads between the Orbiter and the intermediate orbit,
deploys fully fueled SEPS vehicles, and retrieves exhausted SEPS vehicles
when and if required.
The program is presently contained in subroutine form in the Logistical
On-orbit VEhicle Servicing (LOVES) Program, but can also be run
independently with the addition of a simple driver program.
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1. INTRODUCTION
SEPSIM (Solar Electric Propulsion Stage Simulation) is the name given to a
group of FORTRAN subroutines contained in the Logistical On-orbit VEhicle
Servicing (LOVES) Program. The function of these subroutines is to determine
the performance capability of a specified Space Tug/Solar Electric Propulsion
Stage (SEPS) combination for any number of deployment/servicing/retrieval
missions to synchronous equatorial orbit.
The high thrust Space Tug operates in the low altitude regime while the low
thrust SEPS operates at high altitudes (above 8000 n mi) only. The payload
to be deployed is carried by the Tug from the Orbiter to an intermediate
orbit. The payload to be retrieved is carried from synchronous orbit by the
SEPS to the same intermediate orbit, where the two vehicles rendezvous and
exchange payloads. The SEPS delivers its new payload to synchronous equa-
torial orbit, while the Tug returns its new payload to the Orbiter. The
constituents of the deployed payload weight are distributed as required in
synchronous orbit by phasing maneuvers performed by the SEPS. The SEPS
is assumed to operate in the "ground-based mode"; that is, the SEPS is
initially launched with a specified amount of fuel, and when that fuel is ex-
hausted (or nearly so) the SEPS is either returned to Earth for refurbishment
or abandoned in space.
In normal usage a call is made to the executive subroutine of SEPSIM
containing information on the mission to be flown (e. g., weight to be deployed,
weight to be retrieved, servicing maneuvers to be performed in synchronous
orbit). The program determines the optimal (minimum SEPS fuel) inter-
mediate orbit at which changeover should occur based upon the characteristics
of the Tug and SEPS vehicles which are stored in a COMMON area. Program
outputs include intermediate orbit altitude and inclination, SEPS ascent and
descent times, and SEPS fuel remaining at the end of the mission.
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SEPSIM is designed to be called for a number of missions in series. This
is the manner in which the routines are used in the LOVES Program and,
if it is desired to run SEPSIM separately from LOVES, a simple driver can
be coded for this purpose. In this usage, the time and fuel remaining on a
SEPS vehicle are monitored and Tug flights are automatically initiated to
launch new SEPS vehicles as required and return expended ones, if required.
Missions which are found to be within the capability of the Tug alone are
performed without the aid of SEPS, and payloads which cannot be boosted
to a circular orbit of at least 8000 n mi altitude by the Tug are not launched
since the SEPS is not allowed to operate in the region of the Van Allen
radiation belts (due to rapid solar cell degradation).
The overall method of solution is outlined in Section 2 and program usage
is discussed in Section 3. Appendix A contains simplified program flow-
charts, while more detailed logic flow can be derived from the program
listing in Appendix B. A sample output is presented in Appendix C which
displays various options which are available to the user.
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2. METHOD
The simulation of Space Tug/SEPS operation is performed using the
following set of subroutines: (flow charts for the two main subroutines
are included in Appendix A and listings for all subroutines are contained
in Appendix B)
SEPX: This is the executive routine of SEPSIM. In it the decisions
are made as to when a new SEPS must be launched or retrieved,
whether the given deploy and retrieve payloads can be handled in a
single Tug/SEPS encounter, or whether additional Tug flights are
required to support the mission. This logic has been kept separate
from the SEPS performance equations to facilitate logic changes to
incorporate mission modes other than the "ground based mode" which
is presently baselined.
SEPIM: In this routine the performance of the Tug/SEPS combination
is computed by calls to more detailed performance subroutines. The
delivery, servicing, and retrieval of payloads is accomplished and the
fuel and time remaining on the SEPS are decremented accordingly.
TUGCP: This subroutine calls the appropriate Space Tug configuration
to determine the Tug capability. Presently only a single stage cryo-
genic Tug performance model (CRYOl) is available.
CRYOI: In this routine the AV capability of a single stage cryogenic
Space Tug carrying the required deploy and retrieve payloads is
computed. The Tug is initially either filled with propellant or filled
to the gross weight limit of the Shuttle. Impulsive AV's are assumed
with a specified performance reserve to allow for finite burn effects
and propellant margin.
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INTORB: From the AV which can be supplied by the Tug, this routine
computes the optimal (minimum SEPS fuel required) changeover orbit
altitude and inclination. This is done by a table lookup procedure,
since the optimization study for a synchronous equatorial mission orbit
has been previously accomplished in a manner which is dependent only
upon the AV which can be supplied by the Tug.
SEPDV: Given the optimal changeover orbit calculated by subroutine
INTORB, SEPDV determines the AV (and corresponding mass ratio)
which must be expended by the SEPS. Edelbaum's simplified equations
for low thrust vehicles are used in calculating the AV required. Again,
a performance reserve factor is provided.
PLUPD: With the mass ratio from subroutine SEPDV, this routine
decrements both the propellant on board and the SEPS remaining
lifetime for each payload carried up or down by the SEPS.
FAZS: This subroutine performs the on-orbit servicing maneuvers
using the SEPS and decrements the fuel and lifetime of the SEPS
accordingly.
Edelbaum, T. N., "Propulsion Requirements for Controllable Satellites"',
ARS Journal, pp. 1079 - 1089, (August, 1961).
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3. USAGE
3.1 GENERAL INPUT:
SEPS configuration:
MS SEPS structural weight (lbs)
E solar electric propulsion efficiency
P solar cell power used for thrust (watts)
SISP SEPS specific impulse (sec)
SEPK = 0. SEPS is expendable when fuel is depleted
= 1. SEPS is reusable
SR SEPS performance reserve factor
TSEP thrusting time available on a fully fueled SEPS (days)
MPT mass of propellant onboard (lbs)
TLEFT corresponding thrusting time (days)
Tug configuration:
TYPE Hollerith description of Tug
NSTG number of stages (present code accepts only NSTG = 1)
SPAR (3) indicates whether each stage is solid (=I1) or liquid (=0)
(present code assumes SPAR = 0, 0, 0)
WS (3) structural weight of each stage (lbs)
WPA (3) allowable propellant weight for each stage (lbs)
EISP (3) effective ISP for each stage (sec)
REUSE (3) indicates whether each stage is reusable (=l.) or
expendable (=0.)
WGA maximum gross weight of Tug and payloads
which is allowed by the Orbiter (lbs)
TR Tug performance reserve factor
If the SEPS is to be fully fueled initially, then the program calculates
these values from the TSEP input.
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Servicing information:
NSERV number of on-orbit satellite servicing legs
(maximum = 10)
DTHETA (10) angular phasing maneuver performed for each
service leg (deg)
MPLS (10) payload weight carried on each servicing leg
3.2 SPECIFIC INPUT:
MPLA weight of payload to be deployed (Ibs)
MPLB weight of payload to be retrieved (lbs)
ERFLG = 0 do not erase previous maneuver
= 1 erase previous maneuver
NEXIT set to zero on DATA card of driver program.
3.3 OUTPUT:
NTUGS number of Tug flights required to do the mission and
return the expended SEPS if required
TLEFT SEPS life remaining after accomplishing the mission (days)
MPT SEPS fuel remaining after accomplishing the mission (lbs)
HCO optimal changeover orbit altitude (n mi)
ICOS optimal changeover orbit inclination (deg)
TU time required by SEPS for ascent maneuvers (days)
TS time required by SEPS for on-orbit servicing maneuvers
(days)
TD time required by SEPS for descent maneuvers (days)
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APPENDIX A
SEPX General Flow Chart
Input: MPLA - Deployed P/L
MPLB - Retrieved P/L
ERFLG - 0 = don't erase previous maneuver
1 = erase previous maneuver
Output: NEXIT - Type of exit from the program
i.e., mission possible or not.
NTUGS - Number of tugs required for mission
TLEFT, MPT - Time and fuel left on SEPS vehicle in orbit.
Is this the first No
call to SEPX?
Yes
Perform initialization
calculations
Yb Restore conditions
ERFLG = 1? Yes prior to last call
of SEPX
No
Save present
SEPS conditions
Can the payload to Initiate a Tug
be retrieved, if any, Yes flight to retrieve
be taken down with P/L and 'nearly
ax 'nearly expended SEPS?' expended SEPS'
No Set MPLB = 0
A-1
Call SEPIM (MPLA, MPLB, 0)
Can Mission be performed?
No: NEXIT = 3, 4, 7 Maybe: NEXIT = 8, 9 Yes: NEXIT = 1, 2, 5,
EExit
Determine the maximum weight
that the present SEPS can retrieve
and return itself to earth
C Is there presently a e Initiate a
'nearly expended SEPS' Yes a dedicated Tug
in orbit? > flight to return it.
No
Retain the present SEPS
as a 'nearly expended SEPS'
and initiate a new SEPS
Is the payload to be retrieved, Initiate a Tugif any, within the capability of Yes flight to return
the 'nearly expended SEPS'? P/L and 'nearly
expended SEPS'
No
Set MPLB = 0
Call SEPIM (MPLA, 0, 0) to
determine if P/L to be deployed No: NEXIT = 3 4
can be taken up on initial
flight of new SEPS ?
A-Yes: NEXIT 1, 2
A-2
Yes
determine if P/L to be No: NEXIT = 7, 8,
retrieved can be taken
on subsequent SEPS flight
Yes: NEXIT = 5, 6
Initiate a Tug flight to
retrieve MPLB
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SEPIM General Flow Chart
Start
No Is present SP
A SEPS a new SEPS ?
is already Yes
in Sync. Eq. New SEPS, first mission.
Determine AV available from
Tug to deploy MPLA and SEPS
Tug delivers SEPS +
MPLA to Sync. Eq.
AV Tug<. No Call FAZS for phasingSync. Eq? maneuvers
NEXIT = 2
Yes EXIT
Tug cannot deliver
AV Tug> > MPLA + SEPS to
to reach N minimum alt.
min. alt. ? NEXIT = 3
Yes EXIT
Determine changeover orbit
Determine SEPS AV
Perform upleg
Call FAZS for phasing maneuvers
A SEPS cannot deliver
SEPS fuel No , MPLA
->0. 0? NEXIT 4
Ye OEXITYes
Mission completed
NEXIT = 1
EXIT
A-4
A SEPS is already
in Sync. Eq.
Determine & available
from Tug to retrieve
MPLB + (KSEP x SEPK* P x MS)
and to deploy MPLA
sTug alone delivers
and retrieves P/L's< AV Tug < \ No to Sync. Eq.
Sync. Eq. ? Call FAZS for phasing
maneuvers
NEXIT = 6
Yes EXIT
STug cannot 
deliver
AV Tug> N and retrieve 
P/L's
to reach No , to minimum alt.
min. alt. ? NEXIT = 7
EXIT
Yes
Determine changeover orbit
Determine SEPS AV
Perform down leg
SEPS cannot complete
SEPS uel N o retrieval
a0.0? NEXIT = 8
EXIT
SEPS is retrieved 
± 
Y e s
along with No " 0?MPLB KSEP = MPLB'
NEXIT 10
EXIT Yes
Perform upleg
Call FAZS for phasing maneuvers
SEPS can complete
retrieval, but not<SEPS Fuel NN No deployment?- 0. .? /NEXIT 
= 9
EXIT
Yes
Mission completed
KSEP third para- NEXIT = 5 ++SEPK = 0 if SEPS is
meter in CALL expendable
sequence = 1 if SEPS is
(= 1 for SEPS final mission, retrieved
= 0 otherwise)
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APPENDIX B
SURPOUTTN F SFX (MPLA,MPLR,ERFLG,NFXIT )
C
SSPTX TH, SF O_ XEFCTIVE ROUTINF TT PERFOPMS THE
C LOGIC Cf UTILIZING 0P THE SFPS VEHICLE
C
O SoDCFTP TNPUT
C !MLA PAYLOAD TO RE OEPLOYED
C MPLB PAYLOAD TO RE RETRIEVED
C EPFLG 0 = 00 NOT EPRASF PREVIOUS MANEUVER
C I = ERA~E THE PPFVTOUS MANEUVEPR
C NEXIT SET TO I ON DATA CAP, OF DRIVER
C
C COMMON INPUT (SEPVEH)
C MS
C MPT AMOUNT OF FUEL PEMAINING
C TLEFT AMOUNT OF TTME REMAINING
C
C P
C STSP SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEPS
C MDT
C OTCAP
C TSEP
C PSEP
C SG GRAVITY CONSTANT
C
, OUTPUT
CNEXIT TYDF OF EXIT FROM SFPIM SU9POUTINE
C NTUGS NUMBER OF TUG FLIGHTS REOUIRED TO 00 THE
C MISSION AND ?ETURN THE EXPENODED SEFPS,IF
C ANY. NTUGS WILL BE PETWEEN 1 ANn 3.
C TLFFT TIME AND FUEL REMAINTNG ON SEPS VEHFHICLE
C MPT IN OPBIT
C NOTE: CAPOS MARKED TPEDO3t CAUSF PROGPAM TO RECYCLE
C FOP NEXIT=3. THESE CARDS SHOULD 8F REMOVED FOR
n NON BATCH USAGE , SUCH AS LOVES PROGRAM.
COMMON/TUtGVEH/TYPF,NSTG,SPAQ(31,WS(37),WPA1(3),ETSP(
3 )
X ,EUSE(3), WGA,TR
,O Mi "/M TSC/MU,G,F F A (?2)
,nMMN/SFPVcN/SrPS,MSE,o,SISP,SEPK,SP,TSEP
COMMV)I/OUTP/ TO,TU,HCO, ICOS,MOT,TLEFT,MOT,NTUGS
r OMMO mfC S T l
COMMIN ISFRV/cVSPV, nrHFTA( 10) ,MPU' (10) 90SEPV49VSFRV
PEAL NiPL S
OEAL OT, MPT,MPTSVMLR,MPTSVI,TPS,PPL
P A L MU
TNT Fr.' _c L G
C
C S74CH- TNPUT PAPAcTERS FOP MTSTAKFS
TERR= 0
TF ( RFUISE(t) .LT. 0.5 W~f. SFPK .GT. 0*5 ) GO TO 160
TF ( REIJSE(1) .LT. C,.5 A~n MPL8 .GT. C.0 ) IIRR=15
TF ( SEPK .LT* 3i.5 *ANn. MPLR .GT. 0.0 ) EPP=16
TF ( IERP .rO. 0 GO TO 5
MOL f3= 0.o0
PPp'jr iO2,Tc-*RP
5 CONTT NUF
RTTIN(C500.0
N HC0=160*
TU0. 0
TS=0. 0
Tfl=o, a
1C03 = * 5
TG =
sc
Tr (14FXTT *C;. 1 ) O TO 10
c TTTL7TP CALCULATATTONS
C = STSP * 9.30621
MOT = ( F*P *4,40921+6 ) I C *C)
TL'rFT = SEP
MPT = 'F7400.0 * nT * TLEFT
TSAVE TLEFT
MPTSV = MPT
OTrAP =P.r
QTrCW;V =O
ro INITIALT7ATTON COMPLFTP
C
C
10 NTUGS = I
KTHOEE=0 PEO3
TF ( ERFLG .rE. 1 I GO TO ?20
C
C NO - SAVE ORcSENT CONOTTIONS
C
MDPTSV = MPT
TSAV7 = TLEFT
PTCrV = RTCAP
GO TO 30
C
C ERASE -
C
?I TLEFT = TSAVE
PRINT 1050
MPT = MPTSV
QTCAD RTCPSV
ERFLG = C
C
C OK - NOW SEE IF PAYLOAD TO RFE RETRIEVED, IF
C ANY, CAN RE BROUGHT DOWN BY A NEARLY
C EXPENDED SEPS.
C
30 IF ( MPLB .LT. 5 ) GO TO 40
IF ( SEPK .LT. 0,5 ) GO TO 40
IF ( MPLB .GT. RTCAP ) GO TO 40
C
C INITIATE A TUG FLIGHT TO RETRIEVE PAYLOAD
f AND THE NEARLY EXPENOED SEPS.
MPL9 = 0.0
RTCAO = 0.0
NTUGS = 2
C
C NOW TRY TO PERFORM THE FDEMAINING MISSION
C WITH THE PRESENT SEPS
C
L0 CALL SFOIM (MPL8,MPLO,0,NEXIT )
C SEE TF IT CAN PE DONE - t,?,5,6 OK - 3,4,7 NO
C
IF ( NEXIT .LT, 8 ) GO TO 90
C
C lT3 MOT CONCLUSIVE - CONTItU_
C DETERMINE THE MAX WETGHT THAT THE
C PRESENT SEPS CAN .TPIEVE AND RETURN ITSELF
C TO EARTH.
C
IF ( KTHPFE .EO. 1 ) GO TO 130 PEO03
MPTSV i=M PTSV
TSAVi=TSAVE
IF ( RTCAP .LE. 5) GO TO 50
NTUGS = 2
50 RTCAP=0.0
IF ( SFPK .LT. 0.5 ) GO TO 75
C
C NOW RETAIN THE PRESENT SEPS AS A NEARLY EXPENDED SEPS
C AND DETERMINE ITS RETREIVE CAPABILITIES
C
PTC AP=RTINC+i0O .0
60 CALL SEPIM (0.0,PTCAP,i,NEXIT )
IF ( NEXIT .LF. F .OR. NEXIT .EQ. 9 ) GO TO 100
TF ( NEXIT .cQ. 7 .OR. NEXIT .FQ.A ) GO TO 70
MPT = MoTSV1
TLEFT = TSAVI
PTCA=RT CA P4T INC
GO TO 60
C
C IT CAN NO LONGPR 00D IT - INTTIATE A NEW SEPS
C
70 PTCAD=RTCAP-RTINC
75 TLcFT=TSEP
MPT = TlFP *6~40.0 MOT
C
C CHECK ON THE NFAPLY EXPENDED ONE
C
IF I MPL .LT. ) GO TO PO
IF { MPLR .GT. PTCAP ) GO TO 80
C
r THF PAYLOAD TO BE RETPTEVED IS WITHIN THE
C CAPABILITY OF THE NEAPLY EXPENDFED SEPS.
C INTTTATr A TUG FLIGHT TO PFT IFVE PAYLOAD
C ANP SEPS.
C
MPLB = 00
OTCA 3 = 0,
NTUGS = NTUGS + I
C
C CONTINUF - SEE Tr THE PAYLOAD TO PE DEPLOYED CAN
, BE TAKEN UP ON INITIAL FLIGHT OF NEW SEPS
C
Rl CALL SEPIM (MPLA,0,0,NEXIT )
IF ( NEXIT ,GT. 4 ) GO TO 110
IF ( NEXIT .GE. 3 ) GO TO 90
C
C CONTINUE - SEE IF THERE IS A PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED.
C
,C IF ( MPL9 .LE. 5 ) GO TO 90
u-- C
C CAN PAYLOAD TO BE RETRIEVED RE TAKEN ON SUBSEQUENT
C SEDS FLIGHT
C
CALL SEPIM (0,MPLB,CNEXIT )
IF (NEXIT .LE. 4 .OP. NEXIT .EQ. 10 ) GO TO 120
IF ( NEXIT .GE. 7 ) GO TO 90
NTUJGS = NTUGS + 1I
9q r(ONTIJ
IF ( NEVIT .PQ. 3 ) GO TO 95 RED03
PRINT 1030,MISSN,MPLP,MPLA,TO,TU,TS,ISFRV,HCO,TICOS,TLEFT,MPT,N E XIT
X, NTUGS
IF ( KTHREF .EQ. I ) GO TO 96 RED03
PETU.N
95 IF ( KTHR'F" .EQ. I ) GO TO 130 RE0O3
KTHPrEE=I PED03
NSAVE=NSERV PREDO3
TSSV= TS PFnO3
NSERV=0 RE03
TS=0. 0 RFD03
W1SV=MPLA PErO03
W2SV= MODL REO03
MPLA= 3. 0 RE003
MPLB: =. 0 PEO03
(O TO 40 PED03CO TO 130 RE003q6 IF ( NEXIT .Q. 4 .OP. NEXTT .GE. 7 ) GO TO 130 RED03
NSEPRV=NSAVE RE03
TS=TSSV PEr03
MPLA=WiSV RED0O3
MOL=W2SV RE003
KTHREE=0 RF003
qO TO 4C PEO3
C s2a ERROR CONDITIONS l
C
10 IEoR = 1
GO TO 150
110 TERR = 2
GO TO 150
120 TERR = 3
G0 TO 150
130 IRER=4 REDO3
150 DRINT i000 , IERP,NEXIT
STOP
10 TEP=i0
ORINT 1001,IERR
RETUR N
1000 FORMAT (iHP,T30,12H**** ERPOP ,I3,5H IN SEP EXEC - INCORRECT LOG
XIC FLOW. NFrYIT =,T3 )
1001 FORMAT (20X,'-INEUT ERROR #,12,* DETECTED IN SEPX, PPOCEED TO NEXT
X OATA CASE*)
1009 FORMAT (20X,*-TN1UT ERROR *,T2,* OETECTED IN SEPX, MPLB HAS 9EEN S
XET TO Z7PO * )
1030 FORMAT (T13,T?,4X,F7.1,2X,F7.i,1XF6.2,2X,F6.2,1XF6.2,(*,12,*)*,
Y?X,F7.1,2X,04.1,?X,F6.2,?X,F9.2,4X,I?,4X,T?)
O1c0 7ORMAT (20Y,*-DREVTOUS MANEUVER HAS BEEN ERASEP-*)
END
S U9R9)JTTNE F!A7S
CPcP70RMS SEPS OHA4STIGi ASSUMIN~G CONST~aNT -FP THRUSTING,
C INPUTS: NFPRV=NUM9FR OF SFPVTCE- LEGS.
c TTHFTA= ANGULAR TR4VL (DEG) OF FArH SFERVICE LFG.
C MPLS= PA~YLOAD (LPS) ON EACH SPPVTCPE LEG.
CPCSEPV,VSr*V= PFRIon (pcC) ANO VELOCITY (MPS) OF SERVICE ORRIT.
C OUTvJUTSt MPT= PFUL RFMATNTG AFTER 0HASTNG (IRS).
C TLFFT= TIMF REMAINING ON SEPS AFTFP PHASING (nAYS).
C OMMOqNISEPVEH/SE;PSMSE, PSTIS,SEPKSPTSEP
COMMON/MISC/MUqSG, PEAS (?)
rOMMONI/OUTP/ TO,TUIHCO,TCOS,MPT,TLEFT,MOT,NTUGS
COMM9)N/SERVIS/NSE-RV,OTHETA(iO),MPLS (t0),oP'-PV,VSERV
w rCommrO/r2/TS
REAL MSMPTM9TMPLSMKG
-J REAL MU
F=MTq80?*TP/?.204E23
r riN'-Ti=( 7!. 0* *OSERV) /(4. 3*VSERV)
TSzTL EFT
00 t9~0 N=1,NSERV
MKG=(MS+MPT+MPLS ('l) I?. 2!J463
OcEV=^3RT ( (tMKG#PTHETA (N)) fU360.*CONSTI))
TLEFT=TLFFT-((EVPERV)/86400.)
NPT=4PT-(M0T*0EV*PSFPV)
100 CONTINUr
TS=TS--TLFFT
rT UR N
E NO
SJPPIUTTNE SE-PIM (MPL~ ,MPL93,KSc7PMEXIT)
C SFPIM THIS SUSROtUTNc -0MPUTFS THE PFRFOPMANCE
C OF THF S70S ON A nFEPLOY MISSION.
17
r SPECIFIC INPUT
C MPLA PAYLOAD TO PE OEPLOYFO
17 MPL9 PAYLO)AD To 97- RETRIE-VED
r KSEP ERASE FLAG
G 13 =t'OT ERASF PPIEVIOUS MANcEUVER
C I = EPASE P3RIFVTOUS MAMEUVER
C NEYTT SET TO 0 PPIIR TO FNTRY
C OU TPUT
C NEYTT TYPE OF EXIT FROM SEPS IF MISSION POSSMRE
C NTUGS NUMPEP OF TI-Jr FLIGHT'S PEOUIP70 TO
C 0O THE MISSION Amnf PFTUP.N 7XPrENOEO SEPS9
c0 IF ANY. NTUGS WILL BE BETWEEN I AND 3
C~ c LIT TIMF AND FUEL REMAINING ON SEPS IN ORBIT
Co tPT
C.OMMO)N/SFrPVEH/SEPS,MS,E,PSISP,SEPK,SR,TSFP
rCOMW)N/OUTP/ TO),TUHCO, ICOS,-MPTTLEFTHOTNTJGS
COMMON/MTSC/ MUSGFEAS(2)
COM)ONTALE/TJG)V (20)
COMM'*N/TUGVE-H/TYPF,NETG, SPAR(3) ,WS( 3) ,WPA( 3) ,FTS-P(3)
,RFUSE(3)qWGATR
COMt4(N/SrPVTS/NSFQDV,DTHETA(10) ,MPLS (10) ,PSEPV,VSERV
REAL MPLA,MPLP,MSMPTMRI-G,HCOf,ICOS
PEAL P7
RFAL MOT
!:'EAL MU
13=0. 0
TU=0. 0
TO=0. 0
HCOW16g,
TCfS?'9.r'
C cIRST TEST IF THERE TS A SFPS AVAILAILE
TF ( TLrFT .LT. TSFEP -.0 Ci) GO TO ?0
C
C NO - ITS A NEW SEPS
TLEFT = TSFD
WPLA MPLA + MS + MPT
14WPL = 0.0
C
C CALL TUGCP TO OETERMIN r TUG CAPAPILITY
C
CALL T'GC0 (W LA,WPL9,MRTUG,0VTUG)
IF (nVTUiG .LT. TIIlfV(13) ) GO TO 10
C
C TUG DELIVERS SEPS AND MPLA TO SYNC EQi
C
TLrFT = TLFrT -. 00F
TU = 0.0
TO = 0.0
HCO=19323.
ICOS=0.0
IF (NSERV.GT.0) CALL FAZS
NEXIT = 2
QETUQN
C
C NEXT CHECK IF ITS CAPABLE
C
10 NEXIT = 3
IF ( OVTUG .LT. TUGDV(1) ) RETURN
C
C ITS OK - CONTINUE DETERMINE CHANFOVER ORPIT
C
CALL INTOPR (nVTUG,HCO,ICOS)
C
C OETFPMTNE THE SEPS DELTA V
C
CALL SEPDV (HCO,ICOS,0VSFPMRSEP)
C
C oERFOPM UP LFG AND PHASING
C
CALL PLUD (MPLA,MPSEP,TU )
TP (4SErV.GT.3) CALL FAZS
C
SSET NEXTT ANn TEST IF THeRE TS FUEL REMAINING
C
NEXIT = 1
TF ( MOT .GE. 3.0 ) PETUPN
C
C SEnS CANNOT CELIVER THE PAYLOAD - SET FLAG AND ABORT
NEXTT =4
9ETUR N
C
C THIS ENTRY POIT FOR SEDS AVATLAPLE
, IN SYNC EQ. ORPIT
C
?0 WPLB= MPLB+(KSEP*SEPK*MS)
WPLA = MPLA
C
, OETERMINE THE TUG CAPATBILITY
C
CALL TUGCP (WPLA,WPLB,MRTUG,DVTUG )
TF ( DVTtUG .LT. TUGDV(13) ) GO TO 30
C
C NO - TUG ALONE CAN ODELIVEP AND RFTRIEVE
C PAYLOADS TO SYNC FO OR.T
TU = g0.0
TO = 0.0
HCO=i9323.
TCnS= 0.0
IF (4SEPV.GT.0) CALL FA7S
NEYTIT = F
oETUON
C
C TUG ALONE CAN NOT DO IT- CHECK IF ALL OK
C
30 NEYIT =
TF ( IVTUG .LT. TUGOV(1) ) PETURN
C
, ITS OK - CONTINU7
, rcTFRMTNE CHANGEOV:P OPRIT
CALL INTOOR (IVTUG,HC0,TCOS )
CALL SEPDV (HC0,ICOS,OVSEP,MPRSP)
CALL PLLPO (MPLl,Mc'SEP,TO )
C
C SET UP AMO CHECK CONSTRAINTS
C
NEXTT =
IF ( MOT .LT. 0.0 ) RETURN
IF ( KS-P .FO. 0 ) GO TO 40
C
C SFPS RETOIrVED ALONG WITH PAYLOAD
C
TU = 0.0
NEXIT = 10
PETUPN
C
r- CONTINUE PROCESS
C
40 CALL PLUPr (MPLA,MPSEP,TU)
TF (NSFRV.GT.0) CALL FA7S
NEXIT = 9
Tr ( MPT .LT. 0.0 ) RETURN
C
Cr, MISSION COMPLETE
C
NEXIT =
PETU:N
cN)
0*3/ ( i*l* (Lz)*O'* )- (LG*LB ))) + Zb- ) = TdM
( (T ) sm*uldN) *dM-=ZJ
U I d M + VId M+ ( ) S M+ ( T SM = Z
O01 01 U!) (S D 11(T )aSflj4) -1i
(V~dM(T,)S)/(VdM+(TSM(1)=-. 6 wia
(V'IM-f(T) M)- 9M~l4 V5M l.!* (V l M+() V M- ( SM)) 3
nw ii
*6ldM UNV VC~dM SUVIVAd Hijts Soni 39VI1, o7~NL
V J U AlIIlb~dVU A V1130 .3HJ SLNIJ -T 0A i U
UNJ
'Jfl± oiN ,uAdo 3t Ui
31UNIS ,l ACiidu AINU I N~~~ V
SN0l1V1103 9111I iIldubcov ZH siiVJ -c5r~iJ 3
0hiA 49f l~ w blcj~ v'dm) do tn .L zN In .6 n ,U
'SIIPr) 0T T NF 0'LIJ~'n (MPLU9D,SFPT)
C ~'LUP - CARRTrrS SEPS DAYLI)~n UP
f0MMIN/SF0VF-HfOcS, MS,E, Pt' TSP,rK ,P,T SFP
romm*n N/flU TO/ T~),TU,HCO, Tcns,MPT,TLFTM!DT,NTUGS
PEALMS,M4T, mfl,MQLU,MPSFP,NIPTI
MOITi=( MPT + MS + MPLU ) / MRSEP) -(M '+MPLU)
T (MPT - tiPT1 ) / 400.O MOJT)
TLCFT= TLFEFT -T
MT= MDTI
PFTU' N
F NO
!7ljqflJTT NF 'zFPrBJ (HCO,I r) ,13VSEP,MP-,EP
C 7DnV - CACLTF H PcoijipEF) SEP nLTA VELOCTTY
r T401.1T
C Hr 0 OqnlT ALTITUr)F
rl T r, r" TtsWCL TN AT TO0"
C
C 0 U TPU T
r, OVSEP THt- 'PP OcELTT V
rC MRSEP THE MASS RATIO
C
to r~OMMON4/FPVF/Sr'S,MS,E~n, SIS,SEPKSP,TSEP
- rOMMON/MTSC/MUSG,FEAS(2)
DFtAL HCO,TCOS ,MU,HSICO,9MRSEPMOTMPT,MS
HS = 9323.0
MU =i*4[7b'411 c 16
=34(43.930A
C SET UP CCM-STANTS
PnOQ = ("CO +-RE ) F076oI1F5
VI= C'mu / o'CO) **.5
clS = (,IS +- RF -),' C76. 11F1
VS = (MU /IS ) *C.5
TOO =(IrOS / ?F751)t507A? 9
rTC COS (I! O)
!) f' = (( VCOZVCO) 4-(VS*VS3) -((VS +VS)* VCO* CICO) )**.5
CFXPl= flVSEP/ (SG*STSP)
mpsED rEyp(Exp1)
0 c-'T U)- 4
~'7JIUT T ME TtNT009 (nVTUCG,HrO,ICOS
C T1lTr'O - AM TNTFPPOLITIOJ 'SCHEMF To nETFPMINr7
r THE OPTTMU4 !CHANGrEOVF' OPRT T AL'rTTIJPE
rO a~n TPr'LINATION,
c
r T N 130T
C nVTUrG - TUGC DELTA V1
C OUTPUT
Cl Hrn ALTITUDE Or OHANGEnVER ORRIT
r 1003 TNrLTN.8TTOM OF CHANGFOVFP 0 PRTT
C
"O1MMIh/TAILE/TUG0V( ?0)
flTMF4S;TIT tLT(20) ,INr,(20)
OFALTCOS,T"'C,HCO
nATA Tl.AGnV/ 10295.74,IOE-O0.g3,t09qo0.012a0.a,11500.C,
Y13300.0,13600.0,13835.O1,700. 3000
OFATA AL.T / F000 0,S0O~0.,Of.,0Oa 0. C.,
y 17900.0,jR000.93, 74:0.n/
nAI NC /?R,1.,5 ,?,lJ 4. ,85,67
6.4,5.5, 3.87, 2.L.5, P* C.0
C
C TFST THE UPR AND LOWFP ~ROUNnS
r
T : UOVTIV7 .F. TUGOV~j(1))G7O TO 10
MITU'G = TtUf7r)V(t)
DRT NT too
!-, TO I c;
I T 1U !V TU, .L. rTUr~PV (3) rO TO 15
',)T(~l=-TUGPV(1'3)
POTNT 110
r rT9D TH-E RANCF n!7 DELTA 11
T7 (fl JTI~f- *L . TlJr'V (N-P! ) To 3fl
?I CONTTNIJF
CIF L( 0P I; FI'jzTEP IV3ODT
DRINT 1?r*
r FOW10 TPF PANG' COMPIJT 7 THE ALT ANO INC.
30 N1'P, NPI - I.
PDAC =( f)VTIJ - TUGOV(NPO ))/(TIJGflV(Wi 0I) - TIJGT1V(NPO )
HC1= LT(MOI + FPAC* (ALT(NPI) - ALT(IPO )
TflO'1 TN((NPO )4 FPAC* (INC(NPl) - INn(NPO )
1110 FORMAT (TI9.j6H#*** FPROR - 0VT'JG HAS PEEN' TNCPEASEO1 TO A MINIM
i1l FO)PM!T (TEN~# fP~tP - 9VTUG HAS RFtF n1ECRPISEO TO A MAXIM
Y11M VA~L1JE
120 IrOQM1T (TIC,47Hj** FATAtL PP'ORLEM TN TNTrPP. AF30PT #)
a.',
APPENDIX C
Sample Output
For this Appendix the SEPSIM subroutines were attached to a simple driver
program and run in the batch processing mode. The basic input parameters
are listed at the top of the output sheet. For each mission number (repre-
senting separate calls to SEPX) the input values of deployed and retrieved
payload weights are printed along with some of the output results for that
case. The output includes the time spent by the SEPS performing descent,
ascent, and servicing maneuvers (the input value NSERV, the number of
servicing legs, is shown in parenthesis), the altitude and inclination of the
optimal intermediate orbit, the time and fuel remaining on the SEPS after
performing the mission, the exit type (NEXIT), and the number of Tug
flights required to support that mission.
In the output sample it is significant to notice that Tug/SEPS capability is
sufficient to perform all the missions (EXIT = 1, 5, or 6). In mission 8,
the input value ERFLG has been set to 1 so that mission 7 is erased and
replaced by mission 8 (which, in this case, is identical to mission 7). On
mission 11 a new SEPS is launched (EXIT = 1) since the old SEPS fuel is
nearly exhausted. The old SEPS is not immediately retrieved (note that
TUGS = 1), but waits in synchronous orbit for a payload small enough for
it to retrieve. The input for mission 13 includes ERFLG = 1 causing mission
12 maneuvers to be erased and replaced by mission 13 maneuvers (the only
difference is the addition of 2 servicing legs). By mission 16, SEPS #2 has
become exhausted, and SEPS #3 is launched (EXIT = 1). SEPS #2 remains
in synchronous orbit waiting for a small retrieval task and SEPS #1 is
returned to earth in a separate Tug flight (TUGS = 2) for refurbishment.
The performance of mission 18 requires three Tug flights (TUGS = 3). In
one flight, SEPS #4 and a 6080 lb satellite are launched. SEPS #4 delivers
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the satellite and performs the five required servicing tasks. In the second
flight, SEPS #2 is returned to earth for refurbishing while SEPS #3 remains
in synchronous orbit. In the third flight, the Tug ascends unladen to a
10623.7 nmi circular orbit where it receives a 4585 lb satellite retrieved
from synchronous orbit by SEPS #4. The Tug returns the satellite to the
Orbiter and the SEPS #4 ascends (unladen) to synchronous orbit. Since only
one line of output has been allowed for each mission, it is this last Tug/SEPS
flight which is reflected in the output (hence EXIT = 5). Similar situations
arise in missions 21 and 25.
The above 25 cases were executed (including compilation time) in less than
0. 75 sec of CDC 7600 computer time. The amount of fuel remaining on the
SEPS has been accurately tracked and Tug flights initiated as required to
support the missions.
The driver program used to generate the above cases has been given the
acronym of PRFORM and its listing is shown after the sample output cases.
Program PRFORM acts as a driver routine for the following Tug stage
configuration performance calculation routines:
1. Two liquid stages in a "slingshot" mode of operation (SSHOT)
2. A single stage liquid vehicle (SSLQD)
3. A liquid stage and a solid kick upper stage (TRNKC)
4. Tug operations using a solar electric propulsion upper
stage (SEPSIM)
To access the SEPSIM portion of code using the PRFORM driver routine,
it is necessary to set the input variables via a NAMELIST input as
specified in the USAGE section of this document (Page 5). In addition,
the variable "SEPS" must be set equal to 1 to indicate that use of the
SEPSIM code is desired. When running the program in the batch mode,
the last input data case should be "NSTG = -1. " This causes the program
to cease operation with no error conditions.
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Sco VEHTrOLE:. MS F ISP TS9P SEPK
?FlC.3 .670 21000.C IC00.C 400.0 1.00
TIJ VEHICLFt TYPE WS WPA WGA EISP REUSE
' FT fNT 676.0 46q94.0 F00V.O 427.71 1.00
CONSTANTS Mtl SP TO
.1 078E538 4-17 32.1725 0.00c .01
1 IX TT COOFt
1 = A NEW SFPS IS LAUNCHED AND PERPORMS THE MISSION
2 = TUG ALONE DcLIVFPS MPLA ANI NFW SEPS TO MISSION ORBIT. (OHASING DONE IY SEPS)
3 = TtlU CaNNOT DELIVRP MPLA + 4FW SEPS TO MIN. ALT.
4 = NEW SFPS fANNOT DELIVE M4PLA.
S= S17o ALPFAnY IN OnqIT DFFORMS MISSTON.
6= TUG ALONF PFQFORMS DEL AN4 PFTR, PHASING DONE RY SEPS.
7 = TUG CANNOT DEL AND PFTR PAYLOAOS TO MIN. ALT.
A = SEPS ALPcAOY IN OPRIT CANNOT COMPLFTE OFTP.
9 = PS ALPFAnY IN ORRIT CANNOT COMPLFTc DFP.
10 = SFrS TS PcTR ALOnG WITH MOLI
OUTOUT PFSULTS?
MTSSION S T. WT.(LBS) TIME (DAYS) INT. OPq9IT RESIDUALS
NO. P-TP DEPLnY OnWN U0 SERV AIT INC TIME FUEL FYIT TUGS
1 0.0 10010.0 0.00 1159.33 0.00( 0) P000.0 11.1 264.F7 1639.17 1 1
2 0.0 5198.0 18.23 97.17 0.00( 0) 12966.6 5.8 189.26 1172.16 5 1
3 0.10 8572.0 14.46 46*.7 0.00( 0) 13217.7 Fe3 127.83 791.71 5 1
S0.0 842?R.0 12.57 43,50 .*00( 3) 13376.5 ,1 71.76 444*.46 5 1
5 0.0 3496.0 0.00 0.00 1.fO( 0) 10323.0 0.0 71.76 4 44. 6 6 1
6 0.0 3974.C 0.00 0.01 0.00( 0) 19323.0 0.0 71.7F 444.46 6 1
7 0.0 4228.0 0.00 0.00 3.00( 0) 10323.0 0.0 71.76 444.46 6 1
-PREVIOUS MANEUVER HAS BEEN rRASnD-
8 0.0 42?A.0 0.00 0.001 0.00C O) 19323.0 0.0 71.76 444.46 6 1
Q 100.0 39*8.0 5.72 10.35 0.00( 0) 16994.1 2.5 55.69 344.92 5 1
10 0.0 1488.0 0.00 0.00 0.00( 0) 19323.0 o0.0 55.69 344.92 6 1
11 0.0 99q.C 0.00 112.06 0.0C( 0) 8397.5 9.1 287.94 1753.29 1 1
12 277.0 9500.0, 61.00 11.89 0.0nC( 0) 8079.3 9.9 112.05 693.q5 5 1
-. PPVIOUS MANEUVER HAS PEEN ERAScD -
1" 27 .n 9J500.0 61.00 11.8, 10.40( 2) 8079.3 9.9 101.65 629.53 5 1
14 7;790.f 3.7'5.0 3 q 41.49 J.001 0) 10057.? 8.C. 16.31 101.04 ±
1 .0 ?76A. 0 0a. 00 0.01 0.001( 0) 19323.0 0.0 16.31 101.04 6 1
V0.0 q 3c;?~ Q aI.0 qq *6c; a.001 0 ) p g6fl.0F F.7 300C.395 I 1-0 .19 1 2
17 %1qi7.m 747R.0 117.7: 127.2" 0100( 0) 8100.0 17.F 55.46 343.47 5 1
I1A 41, R5. 1 O 08. 0 r4.07 ?4,q3 21.151 5) 106230 7 7*5 2t3095 13?4 .43 5 3
IQ 14 05.f 6090.0 24.q5 46 .1' 0 .001 0) 12018.9 6.1 142.77 834.26 5 1
'0 0.f q433. 15.5q F7,20 1.10 1 t2 1F..6 5.9 69 .98 433.43 5 1
21 13740.p l8?~l.t ?R.7c6 16.0? 9.001- 0) 133146.0 5.1 257.6? 1595.51 5 3
2? 772. n 10 0 t1 0 31 .O 0 8 7.44 1.'10( 1) 10786.?2 7.q 139.1R 96t.96 5 1
?3 0.o0 q n 4 0 G 17-11 5F).48 fl, l0lf 0) 11630.5 6.3 55.51 343.78 5 1
?4. 0.0 7 6 37. r 8.87 31.73 0.00 ( 0) 14258.0 4.1 1 4.90 q2,29 5 1
113 57.0 71&7R.0 0C 0 00 10.f 0) l1q323* C 0. C 316.73 1961.62 6 3
OnIAM PRFITM (TNPUT,OUTPUT, TAP -5=NPUT,TAPFEOJT'UT)
CVIMONITUGVEH/TYPE,NSTS.SPAR(3) ,WS( 3)' WPA(3) ,FT!'P(3)
SR,'F)SF (3) Wf-,TR
OOMMIN/SPVr-/SEflS,MqE,P,STSP,S!-D,SP,T;FP
rOMMi)N/SFRVTS/NSFPV,D)T4TA(10),MLS-(iO),P' PVVSERV
r 04mm/f I/MSSIN
nTMF4ISTIN PVLF-r,(1f),PLFG(i3-)
TNTFSEPP SEPS,SPAP
PTAL MSMUyN1PLAqMPLPMPLS
DATA -QFLrG/ 0
9t4TA TVOC/10H25 FT CFN4T/
DlATA 'JSF'RVf/
nATA 0SFRVqV'qRV,/f6i5*,3a74s66f
Y ,MLEG90VLEGPLEG
Y ,SFPSqMSqEvPqSISP,SFPKqSRTSEP
x VMPLAMPLR
v ,NSERV,OTHETA,MPLS,PFCPV,VSEPV
y ,FRFLG
3 hmTSSN 0
3 PflJ1.4O?53A Fi6
5 G = 2.1725
7 '5 OEAO (5,INPIJT 1
12 Tgr H~STG .1'. 3) STOP
C PERF - SETS UP AND CHOOSPS THE SPFCIFIC
C PERrORMANCE SUBROUTINE TO 9F FXECUTED
C SSHOT - SLINGSHOT -LInUTO UPPEPS
flSSLq)O - SINGLF STAGE L!OUfln
rc TRNKC - TRANS KICK - SOLTn uppERs
C ,,FDSTM- SFPS STMILATOR
t6 IF ( SFPS .NF. 0 )GO TO 40
17 IF ( N45 G *GTo 1 I GO TO 10
23 rALl FA70 (fVL f,PLEG, NLr G)
215 rALL SSLOO (nVLEG,PLEG,NLrG)
31 10 00 201 T = 7,'STC
37 IF (SPAtP(T) oNr'. 0 1 GO TO 30
40 ?1 ' ' C4T T NU;7
42 CA6LL FA7n (!)VLl77,PLFGvNLc'G)
44 CALL SSHOT (nV'LFG,PLEG,NL-C,)
47 r T) 51)
50 7P LL TPMKC (DVLF(,PL=S,*!L~r
153 rn TI c t
54 40 I F ( MTSSN .GT, 0 ) GO TO 45
F7 "IRINT 1f~10 MS,E,PSTSP,TSt7P,Sc-PK,TYO%7WS(i),WPAl),WGA
126 PRINT 10 30
132 P'INT 1020
t36 49 m'ISSN 4ISSM + 1
140 CALL. SEDY (4PLA, MPL99EPFLGNEXIT
143 GOn TO 5
144 SFO C ONTI NUF
144 WRITE (6,10~10 1 NSTG, CWS,(I),I=1,3 I,(WD)A(J),J=1,3 1,
y o ESP (K) 9K=19 3) ,(RFUSF(L),L1i,3) ,WGA,
y NIEG,, (nVLEG(T),T=1,10) ,(PLEG(J)qJ =1110)
2e4 GO1 TO) 5
t100 FORMAT (JIIj/I/ T?[,*NSTG =*,13,/ T31).*WS =*j T40,3Fi3.6 9/
x T309*Wc0 A =#,.o,3F13.6,/ TIO,#EI-SP =*,T40,iFI3.6 ,
y T309*REUSE =*,T40,3(F13.6l/T30,*WGA =*,T4D0,F13.6i/
y T?O,*NLEG =*,13,I T30,,*OVLEG, =*,T4C,5FI3.C-9/T40,5(F13.6)/
y T30,*PLFG =*,T40,5Fl3.6/T40,F F13.6~ //fT?0,*SEPS =*913,/
4 ~T~nt*SPAP =1 3110, /// T20,*OUTPtJT =4 2FIG.F-, )
1015 FOIRMAT (tH1,/// T20,*SEP VFrHTCLEI MS F P, ISP
Y TSI'P SEC0K*,/ T341F6.1,2Y,F5.3,?X,F7.1l,2X,F7*1,?X,F5.1,4Y,F4*2,
Y// T9O,*rUG VEHTCLFI TYPE WS WP GA EISP
x T20,*CONSTANTS? MU
x r SR TP*/ T30,Et'5.9,2X,F8.4,2Y,F5.2,4X,
Y F4..?)
10~o FORPMAT (ll4, T33,$InUTOIJT PFS;ULTS-I 4 //TtD,-M!r' TON SAT. WT.(LBS)
y TI4FM A 0YS) TNT* ORQIT RE'RI0UALS*/ T12,*NO.
y Pr TR DErL IY D OW N Uo q SR V ALT TINC TIME
y F11L EXIT TUGS')
ItVC" =0MAT(?tX,*NEt-(Ty :/?X,*1 = A NEW SEPS IS LAUNCHEDI AN') PFRF
YnfmS THE MTIlN',/??X,*2 = TUG ALON c FLLIVEFPS MPLA AND NEW SEPS T
YO MISSION OPPIT, (PHASING 'ONE 9Y SFDS)*,/?2X,*3 = TUG CANNOT OFLI
YX r 1DLA + NeW SFoS TO MTN. ALT.*,/22Y,*4 = NEW SFPS CANNOT OELIVE
YO MPLA.*,/?2X,*5 = SFPS ALPEADY IN nPPTT PEPFO'MS MISSION.*,/22X,'
YF = TUG ALONE rgDFODMS DEL AND PETR, PHASING DONE PRY SEPS.*,/22XK,*
Y7 = TUG CANNIT DEL AND RETO PAYLOADS TO MIN. ALT.*,/?2X, 9 = SEPS
YALRFADY IN ORRIT CANNOT COMPLETE RETR.*,/22X,*g = SEPS ALREADY T4
YOnRTT CANNOT COMPLETE OEP.",/22X,*10 SEPS IS PETP ALONG WITH MPL
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